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THE BIG DIVERSION DAM IN LITTLE RIVER GORGE
A Huge Wall of Concrete, 60 Feet Above the River Bed, Holding back 75,000,000 Gallons of Water.
Left Is the Gate House Where the Water Is Diverted to Cobble Mountain Tunnel
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sparkling fiow of Little river wouid be diverted through
the heart of a mountain and come coursing through
twelve miles of steel tube to every home. Yet the concliSpringfield's New Water System, How It
tions are essentially the same in 1910 as they were in
Was Developed and the Men Who Built It
1636. It was the abundance of water that led the hardy:
pioneers to Springfield plantation near three centuries
DETAILS AND COST OF CONSTRUCTION
ago, and today it is the abtmdant water that is bringing
thousands of new settlers here. Our schools and libraries
ATER is the one great factor in a city's growth
and
natural resources play their part, of course, but the
and prosperity; in fact, it is more essential
story
of Springfield's progress might henceforth be told
to municipal progress than any other element
in
brief
chapters were it not that, with the completion
of progression. The city of Springfield was
of
the
new
Little river water system, this city has a
founded upon water, not merely in the choice of a town
supply
that
for
purity and volume cannot be excelled in
site on the banks of the broad and beautiful Connecticut
the
entire
country;
enough for fifty years of growth and,
river, but because the hardy pioneers who braved the
with
the
possibilities
of increased development, sufficient
dangers of the wilderness found here an ideal locatioi1.
·
for
a
century.
Broad and fertile meadows they were, with countless
The Ideal Water System
natural springs, while the whole plantation was coursed
The Little river water supply has natural advantages
by the famous town brook, at once furnishing convenient
and adequate protection from fire as well as a means for that make it in point of purity without a superior in the
laundering the plain garments of the grim Puritans who country. The watershed comprises 48 square miles of
hills and valleys, with innumerable springs and mountain
first brought civilization to this valley.
Perhaps the founders of Springfield foresaw the brooks. Habitations are scarce on the watershed and
coming· city, with immense buildings of stone and steel the possibility of contamination is almost absolutely
where once stood the lowly log cabins and stockades, but lacking. vVith the complete system of filtration it is
even the visionary Pynchon would hardly have dreamed impossible to affect the purity of the water as it comes
of the clay when his successors would take their water into the city. The system comprises six units, covering
from the hills sixteen miles away, when the clear and a territory about 16 miles from Springfield. The first of

THE STORY OF LITTLE RIVER
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Francke W. Dickinson
William E. Sanderson
Edward H. Lathrop
THE THREE EXECUTIVES OF THE LITTLE RIVER WATER WORKS
Mayor Dickinson, 1905-6, Who Secured Legislative Enactment for the Work; Mayor Sanderson, 1907-8-9, Whose
Administration Covered the Entire Construction of the System; Mayor Lathrop, 1910, Under
Whose Administration the New System Was Inaugurated
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these and the most distant is the big storage reservoir
at Borden brook, with a capacity for 2,500,000 gallons.
This great volume of water, gathered in time of plenty,
is flowed in steady stream as desired, the water coursing
down to the Little river gorge. This gorge, six miles
in length, with rocky sides rising to a hight of nearly
300 feet in almost perpendicular lines, makes a natural
basin. Here a diversion dam of concrete holds back
75,000,000 gallons of water, which is diverted into a sixfoot tunnel 4800 feet long through the heart of Cobble ,
mountain, where it empties into a large settling basin,
with a capacity of 40,000,000 gallons. From there it
passes through an aerator and into the huge filter chambers. There are six of these chambers, each with a
daily capacity of 5,000,000 gallons, permitting of their
alternate closing for the purpose of cleansing the filter
sand. From the filters the water is carried through seven
miles of steel pipe to the Provin mountain reservoir,
which has a capacity of 16,000,000 gallons. Four miles of
42-inch steel pipe carry the water from the Provin mountain reservoir to the Connecticut river, thence crossing
in steel pipe laid on the bed of the stream to the water
mains of Springfield.
With all of the units at their ft1ll capacity there is
on hand at all times a volume of nearly three billion
gallons, enough to carry the city through the longest
season of drouth that can be imagined. Besides this, the
5

ELBERT E. LOCHRIDGE
Chief Engineer in Charge of Entire Construction of Little
River System

THE FILTRATION PLANT AT MUNDALE
Manholes in Foreground Open Into the Six Filter Chambers. Regulation House Shown in Center and Big Dyke
in Background Shows Location of Sedimentation Basin
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system permits of an increased capacity to almost double
the present size, at no very great expense. The Provin
mountain reservoir, or distributing basin, holds little
more than the city's daily water supply, thus precluding
any chance of the water standing too long. This reservoir is 400 feet above the city base, thus insuring a pressure equal to any demand as far as the city mains can
withstand. The whole system is so constructed that any
one of the several units can be shut down for repai'rs for
an entire clay if necessary without cessation of the supply,
and in event of any great conflagration requiring a tremendous volume of water in the city, the flow can be
sent through from the filters at Munclale without entering
the distributing reservoir at Provin mountain. From
the time the ·water passes through the filter chambers at
JI.!Iundale it does not come in contact with the outer air
or sunlight until it emerges from the Springfield hydrants.
thus preventing any chance of contamination.
The Little river water system had its real inspiration
Mayor Everett E. Stone in the closing year of his
term, 1904; it was inaugurated during the administration
of Mayor Francke 'lv. Dickinson, 1905-06, who secured
the passage of the act in the Legislature; the actual work
o£ constructing the big work was begun and completed
c!uring the three years of Mayor 'William E. Sanderson's
administration, 1907-08-09, and the system was opened
at the beginning of the administration of :Mayor Edward
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H. Lathrop, 1910. ·when the work was started the board
of \-vater commissioners comprised Chairman Everett E.
Stone, Charles H. Bennett and Mayor vVilliam E. Sanderson. The entire work was under the direction of
Elbert E. Lochridge, who had previously been retained
by the city in the capacity of sanitary engineer, and it
was largely due to his constant care and oversight of
every detail that the big project was so successfully
accomplished. Allen Hazen was retained as advisory
engineer.
The Staff of Engineers

Much of the success of Chief Engineer Lochridge,
considered by experts as a remarkable achievement, was
due to his capable selection of a competent assistant staff
of resident engineers, to whom fell the responsibility for
the construction work on the several contracts. These
engineers were: H. M. King, in charge of contracts No.
l and No. 2, the diversion dam, tunnel and filter plant;
L. G. Carlton, in charge of contract No. 3, the Provin
mountain reservoir; H. JI.!I. Lee, in charge of contracts
No. 4 and No. G, the pipe line and river crossing; and
James B. Porter, in charge of contract No. 5, the Borden
brook reservoir. The death of Resident Engineer Story,
in charge of the pipe line at the beginning of the work,
removed one of the most efficient of the corps of assistant
engineers and cast a gloom over the staff that could not
be wholly removed by even the successful conclusion of
the big work.

SITE OF THE BORDEN BROOK RESERVOIR

Peeble's Farm in Blandford, Showing the Work of Gr·ubbing the Basin and the Farm Buildings Removed
8

The selection of Little river as a source of water
supply for Springfield's new system, although finally
determined upon in 1905, was first suggested 20 years
before and at various intervening tinies the project was
brought forward and as often rejected as impractical and
expensive out of all proportion with the quantity and
quality of water obtainable. That these concurrent re·
ports were based upon superficial examination has been
amply demonstrated in the fulfillment of promise, and
Springfield now has the most perfect water system in
New England, with a water shed sufficient for the city's
needs until it reaches a population of 300,000 or more;
this system being constructed upon plans that were repeatedly condemned by engineers of supposedly high
standing as inadequate and impossible.
It was because of these adverse reports that the city
government, facing the serious problem of providing a
new water supply, turned to the \iV estfield river in the
hills of Huntington, where, at considerable expense, an
engineering project had been made that seemed to answer
all pttrposes. But when Springfield went to the Legislature with the Huntington water bill it was met by a
staggering array of opposition. The city of Holyoke
came forward with the claim that Huntington furnished
that city with their only future source of water supply,
and the town of Westfield also made violent protest, with
the inevitable result that Springfield's petition was thrown
9

EVERETT E. STONE
Chairman of Water Commissioners During First Year of
Construction. As Mayor He Brought About the
Adoption of Little River System

SITE OF DISTRIBUTING RESERVOIR ON PROVIN MOUNTAIN
Showing Excavation for the Big Concrete Chamber Built Into the Solid Rock of the Mountain Top
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out of court. But the problem still remained of getting
a water supply sufficient for the city's needs.
Ludlow reservoir, which was constructed over 30
years ago, was in itself entirely inadequate, but the
special commission that had recommended the vVestfield
river reversed their decision and came forward in 190i
with ~ report advocating the development of Ludlow,
which, they claimed, with some additional sources cf
supply and an economical use of the water by the city,
would last for a dozen years. Meanvvhile, there had
been various experiments for the purification of Ludlow
water, but n~ne was found safe and satisfactory, so it
was decided by the City Council that a filtration plant
be constructed at Ludlow, through which the water of
the old reservoir, pregnant with offensive animal and
vegetable growths, would be sufficiently cleansed to make
it a palatable fluid. This order, carrying an appropriation
of $300,000, was passed by the City Council in 1904 and
Allen Hazen of New York, expert engineer, was engaged
to superintend the construction.
But Mayor Everett E. Stone, who had been impressed
with the availability of Little river from the start, instituted a private examination of that source by Engineer
Hazen, resulting in the latter tendering the city a report
recommending the adoption of the Little river as a permanent source of supply. In his report Mr. Hazen was
11

confirmed by the report of the state board of health, as
follows:
"VVhen considering the Ludlow sources it is necessary to recognize the fact that no water of this character
has been used by any city and made satisfactory by any
method of treatment. If it were impossible, or even extremely difficult, to obtain a source of better water, the
experiments which have been made here would point a
way for rendering this water much better than it is, and
perhaps make it satisfactory; but where good water is
available at no greater, and possibly at less, expense, the
board cannot advise the continued use of these sources.
The sources which appear to the board to be most
worthy of further consideration by the city are the tributaries of the VVestfield river, especially the east and middle
branches, considered separately, and the vVestfield Little
river."
vVith this volume of expert opinion before it, the
City Council reversed its action by ordering an investi·gation of VVestfielcl Little river, with Mr. Hazen retained
as advisory engineer. Mayor Stone, whose insistence and
persistence was recognized as one of the most potent
forces in the reversal of things, was, at the close of his
mayoralty term, elected chairman of the board of water
commissioners, and from that time on, although there
was much contention in the city government, the fate
of Ludlow reservoir was never in doubt. The water com-

THE PIPE LINE CROSSING THE CONNECTICUT RIVER

One of the Most Difficult Works of the Little River System, Requiring .Submarine Plant and Divers
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tmsswners and Engineer Hazen in the report of their
final investigation of Little river confirmed all that had
been advanced by Mayor Stone in his advocacy of the
project, and on May 2, 1905, their findings were submitte,d
to the City Council and their ultimate acceptance assured.
That date marks the beginning of the new system, the
equal of any water supply in any city of the same size
as Springfield in the United States and perhaps the
superior of any in the quality of the water. It was the
end of five years of research and investigation, which
involved an expenditure of nearly half a million and had
caused bitter contention between city officials and
experts.
The Passage of the Water Act

Upon hearing the report of the water commissioners
and Engineer Hazen, the City Council on Nov. 13, 1905,
instructed Mayor Francke vV. Dickinson to petition the
Legislature for authority to take the water of Little
river. The project, as contained in Engineer Hazen's
report, would cost about $2,000,000 and would consist of
the following estimated works:
1. A dam at Cobble mountain, forming a reservoir,
holding six billion gallons of water, or 200 days' supply.
2. A diversion dam about two miles farther down
stream, holding a small quantity of water, at an elevation
of about 500 feet above tide.
3. A steel pipe or conduit, following the side of
13

CHARLES H. BENNETT
Chairman of Water Commissioners During Completion of
the Work. Died January 19, 1910

THE PICTURESQUE LITTLE RIVER GORGE
Winter· View Before the Construction of the Dam, the Site of Which Is Shown in the Center
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the valley, from the diversion dam, for a distance of
about 1500 feet.
4. A tunnel five feet in diameter, 4800 feet long
under the mountain, from the end of the conduit to a
point near Peterson's house.
5. A purification plant on the meadow below Peterson's house.
6. Two lines of 36-inch pipe to Springfield, a distance of about 12 miles, to Main and Carew streets.
7. A distributing reservoir, which could be constructed in connection with the filters at Peterson's, but
which would be much better located on Provin nw.untain
if the site there proves favorable as is now indicated. In
this event it would be better to make the pipe from
Provin mountain to the city somewhat larger than from
Peterson's to' Provin mountain.
8. The purchase of land and rights of vvay for
the necessary structures.
9. Settling with the owners of developed powers
upon the Little river, and upon vVestfielcl river below
junction with the Little river.
The works thus outlined are suitable for supplying
30 million gallons of water per clay. For the present it
would be sufficient to instal only a part of the works, with
a capacity of 15 million gallons per clay.
Although these first plans were later somewhat
changed and improved upon, they constitute practically
15

the prov1s10ns of the act that was passed by the Legislature April 25, 1906, and accepted by the city of
Springfield on June 19 of the same year.. On July 2 the
board of water commissioners were authorized to proceed
with the Little river surveys, and from that elate the
progress of the works was marked by expedition. In
October the estimate of Engineer Hazen was submitted,
as follows:
First Estimate of the Cost

Storage reservoir at Feeble's farm upon Borden
brook, or other equivalent location, holding at least 500
million gallons and as much more up to 1000 million
gallons as can be readily secured, $200,000.
Intake dam, with crest about 62 feet above the present
bed of the stream, with an available capacity of GO million
gallons, with conduit, gatehouse, waste outlets, etc., complete, $116,000.
Tunnel, 4800 feet, at $30 per foot, $144,000.
Purification plant, consisting of settling basin at
Peterson's; six standard covered masonry filters, each
one-half acre in area; works for diverting brook; sand
washing apparatus and water supply for same, complete,
$300,000.
7.2 miles of 38-inch steel pipe, five-sixteenths inch
thick, lock bar or riveted, to Provin mountain reservoir,
at $7.50 per foot, $285,000.
Provin mountain reservoir, flow line at about El.

THE COFFER DAM IN LITTLE RIVER GORGE
By Which the River Was Diverted Into a Flume to Allow Excavation for the Big Concrete Dam
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405, one-half of the full reservoir built now, holding at
least 15 million gallons, $225,000.
4.5 miles of 42-inch steel pipe, three-eighths inch
thick, lock bar or riveted, Proven mountain to Connecticut river, at $9 per foot, $214,000.
River crossing, about 1200 feet, two lines of 30-inch
cast-iron pipe, 1.4 inches thick, 47 pounds per foot, with
gates, complete, $65,000.
Land, water rights, right of way, etc., $330,000$1,8'79,000.
Engineering and contingencies, 15 per cent., $282,000.
Total estimated cost of first works for the development of Little river supply, but including. land, water
rights, intake dam and tunnel to increase' the supply t.o
the full capacity of the watershed, $2,161,000.
On the acceptance of this report, Dec. 11, 1906, the
City Council ordered the first issue of bonds to the
amount of $540,000. Three years from that date, almost
to a day, the Little river water system was ready for
service, complete except for the final clearing up and
smoothing over of the several units that comprise the
great works. It was planned to open the new system on
Jan. 1, 1910, but the sudden failure of the old Ludlow
system made it necessary to turn on the Little river
water several clays before that elate as an auxili:try to the
ol,J system. After Jan. 1, however, the Ludlow system
was entirely shut off and the clear and sparkling water
from the hills of Blandford had completely washed awa~'
the last taste of old Ludlow.
17

STANFORD L HAYNES

Member of Water Commission to Succeed Everett E. Stone

SITE OF DIVERSION DAM IN LITTLE RIVER GORGE

Showing How the River Was Carried Above the Excavation in the Huge Wooden Flume
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THE DIVERSION DAM AND TUNNEL
Contract No. 1, Completed by Fred T. Ley & Co., After the
Failure of Culgin & Pace

The beginning of actual work on the Little river
water system was made on September 16, 1907, although
it had been preceded by a year of strenuous labor by the
corps of engineers under the direction of Chief Engineer
E. E. Lochridge. On that date, however, the first stroke
of contractor's pick was heard in the gorge at the site
of the diversion dam. Contract No. 1, which included
the construction of the big concrete dam and the boring
of a six-foot tunnel through Cobble mountain, a distance
of nearly a mile, was awarded to the firm of Culgin &
Pace of New York. Their bid of $269,870 was the lowest
received among the large number submitted, and was
secured by a bond of the Title Guaranty and Surety Company of Scranton, Pa.
Preliminary work on No. 1 contract presented many
difficulties. The precipitous sides of the gorge made
access to the clam site rather difficult for even the pioneer
surveyors, and it was impossible to get supplies and machinery to the base of operations until a winding road
was built from the summit of Cobble mountain. As all
material was hauled from vVestfield by teams, a road
was built on the east side of Cobble mountain, at 7 per
cent. grade, all of this road-building being necessary
before actual construction work could be started. The
road over the mountain from the Peterson farm, where
the site of the filter bed was selected, to the diversion
dam is one and three-quarters miles in length, but in a
direct line the distance is just a mile.
19

The Culgin & Pace Company had serious difficulty
from !:he start of their contract, mostly of a financial
nature, and after repeated failure to meet their liabilities
the contract was taken over by the Title Guaranty and
Surety Company on August 1, 1908. The bonding company selected the firm of Freel T. Ley & Co. of Springfield to carry out the contract, and this hustling firm
started in on August 20, 1908, from which elate progress
was rapid on both the dam and the tunnel. vVhen the
contract was taken over by the Ley company scarcely
more than the preliminary work had been accomplished,
so the credit for the successful completion of the stupendous double task must all be given to the Fred T. Ley
Company, with a measure of commendation for the Title
Guaranty and Surety Company for their sagacious selection of a competent general of construction when failure
would mean a severe financial sacrifice.
Before excavation could be made in the rocky bed
of Little river for the dam foundation it was necessary
to divert the stream. This was clone by the construction
of a timber coffer clam a short distance above the site
of the permanent clam. Here the water was turned into
a large flume, which extended on trestles several hundred
feet along the sides of the gorge. There was a natural
seepage of water into the dam excavation, but this was
easily disposed of by gasolene pumps. During a heavy
rainstorm or in the Spring freshets, the placid flow of
Little river became a raging torrent and during one of
these flood periods the water completely wrecked the big
flume, causing serious damage to the foundation work and
delaying construction. But the Ley company, by installing modern machinery in the gorge and using forceful

WHERE THE RIVER EMPTIED FROM THE FLUME

Showing Actual Start of Construction Work on the Big Diversion Dam
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methods of accelerating the construction work, completed
the dam well within the specified time limit.
The diversion clam is a solid wall of concrete of cyclopean construction, huge boulders raised from the riverbed being welded into the cement, with reinforcement of
steel rods on the outer face of the structure. Huge steam
derricks lifted the boulders from the riverbed, to be taken
by smaller cranes and derricks and placed in proper position in the masonry. Beginning with a width of 40 feet
at the base of the foundations, the dam tapers to a width
of 10 feet at the top, which is 90 feet above the lowest
point of bed rock, and the whole structure contains 12,000
cubic yards of concrete. The crest of the dam is reinforced ·with steel railroad rails embedded in the concrete,
making the whole a structure that will last for all time
and almost absolutely indestructible, the cyclopean concrete formation becoming more durable with age. The
crest of the clam is an arc or crescent, having a radius
of 180 feet, with the convex side against the pressure
of the huge volume of water stored behind it, estimated
at 75,000,000 gallons, covering an area of eight acres.
The length of the dam at the crest, from wall to wall of
the canon, is 290 feet, the ends firmly welded into the
solid rock of the precipitous sides of the gorge. The
outlet pipe of the diversion clam is placed about 30 feet
below the surface of the clam, thus allowing about
40,000,000 gallons of available water.
The Cobble Mountain. Tunnel

The Cobble mountain tunnel, through which the
water from the diversion clam in Little river gorge flows
to the filter chambers at Mundale, is one of the most unique
works in any water system of the country. It is a bore
21

extending through the heart of the mountain a distance
of 4526 feet, drilled for the greater part of its length
through solid rock and in some places being 300 feet
below the summit of the mountain. The tunnel was
started from both ends at the same time and when the
drillers met in the heart of the mountain there was found
to be no variation in the line. No great difficulty was
experienced in drilling the tunnel, the final cost of which,
about $100,000, was not far from the original estimate.
At the east end of the tunnel the bore went through sand
for several hundred feet, requiring heavy shoring such
as is used in mines, but for the rest of the distance the
bore was through solid rock, much of it a schist formation, while in some places veins of pure white quartz was
encountered.
The tunnel was drilled by means of compressed air,
furnished by a large steam compressor plant at the Peterson farm on the east side of the mountain. The compressed air was conveyed to the bore in steel pipes, one
of the air lines being a mile and a half long over the
mountain. The rock was blasted out -with dynamite, a
rather hazardous process in which three inen lost their
lives, and the broken rock -vvas drawn out hy mule teams
over a miniature railroad track. vVhen the tunnel men
had completed their work there was a rough bore of about
eight feet in diameter. By an ingenious method of using
steel forms, the tunnel was lined with cement, making
a smooth bore of elliptical shape, six feet and three inches
high by five feet wide, into which the water is carried
from the dam through a 54-inch steel pipe. From the
east portal a steel pipe of the same size carries the water
to the sedimentation basi'n and the filter chambers, a

INSIDE THE LITTLE RIVER DIVERSION DAM
Showing the Huge Basin in the Gorge Now Filled to the Brim with Water
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tnea11s being provided tor sending the water direct to the
filters when it is desired to cut off the sedimentation basin
for repairs.
THE FILTHATION PLANT AT MUNDALE

Immense Chambers of Concrete Constructed by the Charles
R. Gow Co

The most important part of the entire Little river
system is the filtration plant at Mundale. There the pure
mountain water, coming from the undefiled hills and valleys on the other side of Cobble mountain and really pure
enough for direct consumption, is put through a cleansing
process that makes its purity absolute. This contract,
executed by the Charles R. Gow Company of Boston c:t
a cost of $201,525, is the chief unit of the system and
the most complicated in its construction. It consists first.
of a sedimentation basin, covering an area of 10 acres
and holding 40,000,000 gallons of water, into which flows
the water frotn Cobble mountain tunnel. This reservoir
gives a chance for the water to clear itself of soil and
the natural flotsam of a mountain stream. From this
basin the water is conducted through a central power
house, from where it is directed into any of the six filter
chambers. Between the power house and the filters the
water gushes up like a huge fountain in the center of
a large circular concrete basin, giving the fluid the necessary aeration before it passes through the filter sand.
The filter chambers are six in number, entirely
separate one from the other, but the whole making one
huge underground structure of solid concrete covering
an area of more than three acres of what was formerly
the Peterson farm. The farmhouse was used as the en23

gineers1 headquarters during the constructlon, whlle the
contractors occupied a temporary house of their own.
\iVork on this contract was begun April 1, 1908, and was
practically completed December 1, 1909.
The filtration system is so arranged that any number
of the filter chambers can be used at a time, and as each
one has a daily capacity of 5,000,000, gallons it will not
be necessary to use more than four at a time, at least
for many years to come. Each chamber has an area of
260 by 91 feet, forming a huge chamber 15 feet in hight
from the base to the sodded surface above the concrete
roof. Inside the chambers the hight is 12 feet from the
floor to the ceiling, the arched roof of steel-enforced concrete being upheld by solid concrete pillars two feet
square, there being 114 of these supporting pillars in each
of the six chambers, making the whole structure as solid
and enduring as the mountain that throws its shadow over
the picturesque place. On the concrete floor of the filter
chambers between each parallel line of piers was laid a
line of 10-inch split tile drain pipe. Above these drains
was placed a layer of crushed rock of about the same size
as is used in macadam road construction. Above this
was placed a layer of smaller stone and above that another layer of finer quality. Then gravel of coarse quality covered the rock layers and on top of all was laid a
heavy layer of fine sand, the whole filling the chambers
to a hight of five feet. The top layer of sand was of an
uncommon quality and was secured only after considerable search by the engineers at some distance from the
filter plant. Before being placed in the filter chambers
all of this sand was carefully washed in a huge machine
especially constructed by Contractor Gow, which nearly

INSIDE THE COBBLE MOUNTAIN TUNNEL
Showing Method of Placing Smooth Concrete Face on the Rough Bore by Means of ·steel Forms
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resembled the surface machinery of a VVestern mine.
Once every month the surface sand of each chamber will
be alternately removed to a sand court built on the top of
the filters, where it will be cleaned by an automatic process before it is replaced. The surface of the filter plant
is studded with hundreds of manholes, through which
the sand is removed for cleaning purposes by hydraulic
suction.
The water passes through the aerator and is then
flowed into the filter chambers above the surface of the
sand, where the process of filtration is performed by the
seepage through the sand and gravel and rock, the combination of which defies the passage of any germ& or
bacteria. The lateral tile drains on the floor carry the
water to a 24-inch central drain underneath, by which it
is conveyed to the regulator house, or gatehouse. From
here the water is carried in any desired volume through
a 42-inch steel pipe to the reservoir on the top of Provin
mountain, nine, miles away. After passing through the
filters the water is not again exposed to air or sunlight,
thus insuring freedom from any form of contamination.
The water works at J\l[undale that are above ground include the power house, regulator house and three filter
entrances, all built of solid concrete. The power house
also includes a laboratory, where daily tests of the water
are made and the sand also tested before it is replacer!
in the filter chambers. On a knoll to the rear of the
plant and overlooking everything is a handsoi11e residence
for the superintendent of filtration. In the construction
of the filtration works there was 12,625 cubic yards of
concrete masonry and 50,000 pounds of steel reinforcing.
25

TWELVE
The

Big

Steel

IVIIL.ES OF PIPE LINE

Tube That Carries Little
Across Country

River Water

The laying of the big pipe line was one of the difficult
problems of engineering, owing to the long distance to
be covered and the mountains and hills, brooks and rivers
to be traversed in the twelve miles from the Mundale
filters to the Connecticut river. In considering the immense tonnage of pipe used in this system, a word should
be spoken about the concern that furnished it. All of
the steel lock-bar pipe and all of the cast-iron pipe and
fittings used, a total of 23,000 tons, was sold by Fred A.
Houdlette & Son, Inc., of Boston. It was Mr. Fred A.
Houdlette, the head of the company, who was most active
in demonstrating the possibilities of steel pipe, giving the
comparative costs of steel and cast iron for the Little
river water system long before any of the final plans
were drawn. The use of steel pipe in preference to cast
iron is considered an innovation in New England, being
first introduced here by Mr. Houdlette, but the rigorous
tests made of the lock-bar pipe have amply demonstrated
its superior value.
The contract for furnishing the big 42-inch pipe and
laying the big main was awarded to the T. A. Gillespie
Company of New York at a total price of $428,025, and
work on the long trench occupied just one year, including
the difficult crossing under the vVestfielcl river. The pipe
line followed as direct a line as the contour of.the country
would permit and for the larger part of the distance was
over private ground. It required considerable excavating
through solid rock, but the most part of the distance was

VIEW OF PETERSON FARM AT MUNDALE

Showing the Big Ditch Leading from the Tunnel to the Filters-Compressed Air Plant on the Right
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earth excavation, for which a steam trenching machine,
saving the labor of hundreds of shovelers, was used.
Before the pipe was covered it was given severe tests by
water pressure. The steel pipe was insulated for protection against electrolosis and rust by the use of a
special process of covering with felt and pitch.
The hardest job of the pipe-laying contract was in
crossing the Westfield river, a stream that, while ordinarily placid, is frequently a raging torrent. A coffer dam
was first constructed half way across the river, leaving
ample flow room for the current, and inside of this structure the excavation was made for the pipe below the bed
of the stream, where it was laid in a solid concrete base.
vVhen one-half the distance was completed the coffer dam
was removed and the same process repeated on the other
side, the whole work being accomplished without serions
mishap,
CROSSING

THE

CONNECTICUT

RIVER

Di-fficult Feat of Engineering by the T. A. Scott Company
of New London

The crossing of the Connecticut rive1 with the Little
. river pipe line furnished the water department engineers
with one of their most difficult tasks. The pipe, to colvply with the navigation restrictions, must lie below the
riverbed and to place it there with assurance of permanency and proof against leaks was the problem successfully met by the T. A. Scott Company of New London,
Conn., who were avvardecl this final contract of the six
big undertakings that comprise the new water system, at
the price of $83,800. It was decided to divide the burden
and responsibility of the subaquatic main and instead of
one pipe line carrying the water supply across the river
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there are two mains, each of 30 inches diameter, laid on
a parallel 33 feet apart. One of the mains is now in
place and the second one is in process of completion, this
contract being one of the speediest of the whole system,
one entire main being ready for service between the
spring of 1909 and the opening of winter, when work
naturally ceased.
The process employed in laying the submarine water
main was as interesting as it was unusual in this vicinity.
The distance to be covered from shore to shore was 850
feet and the beginning was made in the middle of the
river, working toward each shore. The Scott Company,
familiar with big aquatic tasks, employed a whole fleet
of floating machinery, including a dredger, pile-driver,
barges and diving floats, some of which were built on the
job. First the dredger, using a suction engine, dug a
large trench in the bed of the river. In this trench huge
piles were driven in parallel lines and near the bottom
cross-pieces of heavy timber were laid, this trestle being
the resting place of the pipe line, which, when finally
encased in a wall of cement, would be not inclined to sag
and crack. The heads of the piles protruded above the
surface of· the river until the pipe was laid, when the
big timbers were sawed off above the cross-pieces by a
diver. The diver was also employed in directing the
operation of the suction dredger.
The first section of pipe under the river was laid
September 14, 1909, and consisted of 285 feet made up
of 10 lengths of pipe. These lengths were riveted together on the east shore of the river and after a test
under a pressure of 290 pounds to the inch the ends were
capped and the pipe rolled into the river. The air inside
allowed the big length of pipe to float like a log and it was

BIG FLUME WRECKED IN LITTLE RIVER GORGE

The Havoc Wrought by a Sudden Spring Freshet.

The Dam Excavation Filled with Water and Flood Debris
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towed to the middle of the river and placed in pos1t10n
inside the double row of piles. Then when the caps were
removed from the ends the pipe was gently sunk into place
on the timbers below the riverbed. In this manner two
more long sections of pipe were riveted on the shore and
floated to their permanent anchorage, the lengths being
riveted on the bottom by the diver.
The sections of the subaquatic line near either shore
were laid by means of coffer dams extending into the
river a distance of 160 feet on the east· side and GO feet
on the west. These coffer dams led to the connections
on either shore with the 42-inch mains where there were
anchorages and a connecting chamber to allow the use
of either or both of the crossing mains. vVhen the entire
line was laid on the supporting piles across the bed of
the river the whole was encased in concrete by a rather
novel manner. A concrete mixer was installed on one of
the barges and the mixed material placed in bags, which
were dropped into the trench where the pipe line was lying
on the piles. The sacks kept the material intact and
allowed enough to soak through the fabric to weld it all
together, making a solid casing around the water main
that will defy the most violent humors of the Connecticut
river for all time.
Another interesting feature of the river crossing is
the insulation joints at each of the shore connections to
prevent any action from electricity on the submerged
line. These consist of a section made of cypress staves
bound with steel bands that encircle the ends of the main
at a place where a gap of a few feet is allowed between
the connecting ends of the steel pipe. Electricity is
always present in underground pipes, but it will be impossible for electrolosis to affect the under-river pipe line,
because of these cypress wood insulators.
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THE BORDEN BROOK STORAGE RESERVOIR
Huge Basin for Reserve Supply Constr·ucted by Coleman
Bros·

The most remote, but perhaps the most important
unit of the Little river water system is the great storage
reservoir at Borden brook, a huge reservoir covering
an area of 213 acres and with a capacity of 2,500,000 gallons of water, enough to furnish Springfield with a full
supply for 1(]5 clays if all other sources were cut off.
This great volume of water is held back by an earth clam
that is the largest of its kind in New England. This
tremendous wall is :300 feet through at the base and rises
to a hight of 78 feet where there is a width of 18 feet.
The principal source of the water supply is furnished
from Borden brook, which gives the reservoir its name,
while contributing streams are Alder brook and Sugar
Cane brook, while countless natural springs add their
quota of pure water. Running through the base of the
clam is a concrete tunnel or conduit six feet high by five
feet vvicle, through which the reservoir outlet is controlled
from a gatehouse on the top of the dam. From there the
water flows in regulated volume clown through the valley
into Little river, where it is caught by the diversion dam.
In the season of heavy rains and freshets the reserve
supply is stored in the Borden brook reservoir. A wide
snwoth road was built all around the reservoir basin,
with handsome concrete bridges across the many brooks
and ravines, making constant inspection of the basin possible for the man in charge, who occupies a house built
ncar the big clam.
The construction of this contract, considered by the
water office officials as one of the most expeditious of

THE SEDIMENTATION BASIN AT MUNDALE
Where the Water Empties from the Tunnel and Is Allowed to Settle Before

Entering the Filters

so

the entire system, was by Coleman Bros. of Boston, the
contract price being $169,875. They began the work in
what was then a wilderness, situated about 1'i' miles from
Springfield, on March 1, 1909, and the work was completed the following December.
THE PROVIN

MOUNTAIN

RESERVOIR

Equalization Basin That Gives Uniform Pressure to the
City's Water Supply

Next to the filter plant at Mundale, one of the most
interesting features of the new water system is the big
concrete chamber constructed on the top of Provin mountain, with a capacity for little more than the city's daily
water supply, thus insuring a constant change of water
and no opportunity for even partial stagnation. In fact
the process of the entire system is direct and if it were
possible to trace the water from the time it plunges
through Cobble mountain tunnel until it enters the homes
of Springfield, it would be found that the entire journey
through the filters is only a few hours in duration, giving
adequate volume of water that is absolutely fresh.
Provin mountain is located in the town of Agawam
about four miles from Springfield and was chosen for
the site of the equalization basin because of its available
location and its bight, which gives a pressure fully up to
any demands that may be put upon the water supply. The
elevation of the mountain top is 404.5 feet above sea
level, 311.5 feet above the grade at the corner of Main
~nd State streets and 179.5 feet above the highest point
111 the city, at the corner of State and vValnut streets.
This great fall of water, according to the rigorous tests
given to the new system, will give a water pressure of
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at least 145 pounds in the lower levels of the city and
nearly 100 pounds to the square inch in the highest and
most remote sections, which will be sufficient for any
anticipated needs.
The construction of the Provin mountain reservoir
was first undertaken by the Fielden-Eaker Company of
New York. But owing to some business difficulty there
was a change in the firm, afterward known as the Baker
Construction Company. Still further difficulty caused the
bonding company that furnished the surety for the firm
to take over the work, and once more the firm of Freel
T. Ley & Co. was called to the rescue, the engineers and
construction experts of the latter firm practically completing the contract under the supervision of an agent
of the Bankers' Surety Company of Cleveland, 0. The
contract price of the Provin mountain reservoir was
$137,855 and the work was begun July 26, 1908, and practically completed December 1, 1909.
This reservoir, like the filter chambers at Mundale,
is built of solid concrete with steel reinforcement, the site
being an area of about two acres blasted out of the solid
rock of the mountain top. Unlike the filter chambers,
however, it has no openings to admit daylight, the arched
roof of concrete being covered entirely with soil and turf
and having the appearance of a level plateau on the
mountain top. vVhile the cohstruction is similar to that
of the filters, the reservoir is more than twice as high
as the former, being 30 feet in hight on the inside. The
grained roof, resembling the architecture of an old world
cathedral, is upheld by 300 huge pillars of concrete, reinforced with steel rods, each of which is two feet square
at the base.
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LABOR CAMP ON SUMMIT OF COBBLE MOUNTAIN
Shacks of the Workmen 300 Feet Above the Site of the Dam
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HOW THE LABOR WAS FURNISHED

Like all big undertakings in constn1ction that require
an army of skilled workmen and. laborers, the Little River
system presented a great problem, and not the least
of the great achievements in the work is that not once in
the two and one half years since the first contract was
under way has there been a serious difficulty encounterecl
in this respect, no delays because of disputes between
employers and employees ancl few accidents, the only
fatalities being those resulting from carelessness of workmen and in no way clue to any lack of safeguards maintained by the constructing engineers and contractors.
vVhen it is realized that more than sooo laborers were
employed on the Little River system since the beginning
of the work in September, 1907, although. at no one time
were more than 1000 employed, this fact has even greater
significance.
The credit for this fine record is almost wholly clue
to lVIr. P. A. Breglio, head of the Springfield Labor Supply Co., who engaged all of the common workmen employed on the works at Borden Brook reservoir, the Little
River clam, Cobble :Mountain tunnel, the Munclale filters
and Provin Mountain reservoir. Except for the expert
anti most-skilled mechanics, who are part of the working
forces of the several contractors, the sooo workmen employed from start to finish were mostly secured by Mr.
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NINE MILES OF PIPE LINE

Showing Some of the Rough Country Traversed
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WALL CONSTRUCTION AT PROVIN MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR

Huge Timber Forms, Showing Width of the Walls, and Thickness of the Floor
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Breglio through his agents in Boston, New York and
other cities, while all of the workmen who could be obtained in Springfield were of course given first preference,
The average man does not realize the difficulties encountered in securing competent workmen for such a big
project, especially at a lime when labor is high and
scarce, as it has been in the past two years. Laborers
prefer to work in or near the cities and extra inducements must be given to get them into the isolated camps.
Then, too, it requires genuine executive ability to keep
them contented where they must naturally endure some
discomfort, if not actual hardship.
An illustration of some of the difficulties encounterell
and hardships endured is given in the experiences of the
men vvho started the work at Borden Brook reservoir, the
most remote of the four great units of the Little River
water works. It was in March and with the ground waist
deep with snow in many places that the pioneer squad
of workmen was sent up the wild mountain road to the
Borden Brook dam site to build the shacks and bunk
houses that would house the army of mechanics, teamsters and laborers who were to start the work when
spring opened. Through some error of the commissariat
there was no bread in the shipment of supplies that preceded the men. Nevertheless, they set to work making a
shelter .for themselves, and opened a barrel of corn meal,
which they cooked over open fires. They were I4 miles
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GOW'S STEAM SHOVEL AT WORK

Excavating for Filter Beds at Mundale
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Showing Method of Laying the Big Pipe Line Below the Bed of the River
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from civilization and with no means of communication
with vVestfield or Springfield, but they stayed there for
a week, felling timber and setting up the frames of the
houses with nothing to live on but corn meal and a limited quantity of canned food.
Bread is the staff of life in strict reality to the
laborer, but each morning they would tackle their fare of
"mush" with the confident hope that a relief expedition
with a cargo of bread would arrive at any minute. It
was a full week, however, before the bread arrived and
there the workmen, carpenters and laborers together were
found devising some new ways of disguising the hated
corn meal as a dinner entree. Their habitat was a lean-to
of loose boards and brush, with the bare ground as beds,
but in all that awful week of the mealy menu they never
once thought of quitting the job, but worked steadily to
provide comfort for the coming army of workmen.
Not all of the sooo were built of the same material,
however, and during the two years of active work on the
Little River system it was a common sight to see little
groups of swarthy and rough-clad laborers tramping the
road from Cobble mountain to vVestfield, going and
coming. Discontent springs often from the most trivial
cause. :iVIany of the laborers are of a roving disposition
and refuse to stay in one place more than a month or two
at a time. Others are over-particular as to their rights RUBBLE WORK AT OUTLET OF BORDEN BROOK DAM
and privileges, while many are just naturally lazy. They
Showing the Solid FoundatiQn 300 Foot Throu~h
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This Big Traveling Engine Took the Place of Many Shovelers, Besides Saving Time
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always manage to extend their dissatisfaction to some of
their fellows, which means that the labor supply man is
constantly seeking recruits for the ranks. One morning
8, gang of twenty-five laid down their tools because a foreman made violent objection to one of them lighting his
pipe on the lea side of the dynamite house. They took
it as a restraint on one of their necessary comforts, and
no amount of persuasion could turn them, when they
packed up their belongings at the bunk house and hit the
trail. Their successors probably started from Boston or
New York that night and the digging and blasting went
on without interruption.
The labor supply problem had many difficulties for
Commissioner Breglio at the outset, the requirements
being rather unusual. The first necessity was sturdy men
who could work in the difficult rock and earth excava. tion. Then he must sect1re concrete workers for the big
dam and the filter plant and storage basin. Tunnel workers were necessary for the bore through Cobble mountain,
and many of these were men who had delved in the
mountains of Switzerland and Italy, some having worked
in the great Simplon tunnel. Expert axemen were constantly required and hundreds of carpenters of more or
less expert training for the constntction of bunk houses,
bridges and forms for the concrete construction.
Having secured his workmen from more or less distant
cities, the labor commissioner ·.nen was obliged to furnish
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OUTLET OF BORDEN BROOK RESERVOIR
This Is a Concrete Tunnel 300 Feet Long
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Weir Method of Diverting Munn Brook While Putting the Main Through
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transportation, and when his men arrived on the job it
was wholly his responsibility to see that they were corn·
fortably housed and clothed and furnished with the necessities of life, which includes everything in food and drink
from bread to pate de foi gras, for among the men are
al.ways to be found some who are burdened with fancy
appetites. In the labor camps there must also be made
provision for two grades of workmen-the common laborers who are content to have one of the bunks in the
common sleeping shack that houses anywhere from roo
to 300, and the skilled workmen vvho demand "hotel"
accommodation, with private rooms and a separate dining
room.
The Breglio camps were four in number-No. r
located at the top of Cobble mountain, No. 2 at the J\!Iundale filters, No. 3 at Provin mountain and No. 5 at Borden
brook. These were under the general supervision of his
partners, Michael vVay and Andrew Lepardo, while at
each camp there was a storekeeper and assistants. Men
were detailed to keep the. camps in perfect sanitary conclition and the bunk houses clean, and it is worthy of
mention that at no time has there been more than occasional cases of sickness during the two years that the 5000
men have lived in the isolated camps in a more or less·
primitive fashion. This is of course partly clue to the
rugged character of the men, but it also speaks well of
the protective measures constantly employed for perfect
sanitation.
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INLET OF SETTLING BASIN

Where the Water Comes from the Tunnel

A BUSY SCENE AT BORDEN BROOK RESERVOIR
Beginning the Foundation of the Great Earth Dam, Which Rises 75 Feet
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At each camp large ovens were constructed, where
the bakers turned out hundreds of loaves of bread daily.
This was the chief diet of the common laborers, but they
had their daily meal of spaghetti or beef stew, cooked on
rude fireplaces in the open. Canned stuff of every
description could be had for variety and the men always
lived as well as they could desire had they been in the
city. The camp kitchen produced a daily bill of fare for
the mechanics, or "regular boarders," who pa:d a weekly
rate for their food and lodging, vvhile the common laborers paid only for the food stuffs they bought, the bunks
being furnished free.
Coming onto the job with thei1- transportation paid,
the workmen had no expense until their first payday.
vVhen they started work they were given store checks of
various denominations to any amount they desired, which
were exchanged at the store for anything they wanted
in the way of food or clothing. The amount was charged
against them and on payday was deducted from their
envelopes by the contracting paymaster. The prices
charged for food, shoes or clothing were the same as they
would pay in the city-the laborers would immediately ·
rebel at any excessive charge, regardless of the great
expense involved in transporting supplies from the city
to the remote camps.
This moderate profit on the food and supplies was the
only revenue of the labor supply company, while their
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Showing the Big Concrete Tunnel Through Which Water Is Let
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expenses included besides the cost of constructing the
camps, a large amount in premiums necessary to secure
the laborers, the competition among contractors having
been a constant factor in the increase of wages, as well
as the scarcity of workmen, this scarcity being due to
the large number of great construction projects that have
been under way. In the large cities there are many 1T1en
whose only source of revenue is in furnishing laborers
to the agents of the labor supply companies, receiving a
small commission for each man.
But at no time has
there been any foundation for the belief that the commissioner who furnishes the laborers receives any fraction
of their wages, except as described in the way of legitimate trade at the camp store. The "padrone system"-if
it ever existed in America-has not been in evidence
around Springfield.

FATALITIES

OF

THE LITTLE RIVER SYSTEM

Fatalities are expected on all great works of construction, no matter how carefully the workmen are
safeguarded, but when the stupendous nature of the Litilc
River system is considered, the difficulties to be overcome
in extremely wild country and the many thousands of
ignorant laborers employed, it is regarded as more than
usually fortunate that the Little River death list is so
small.
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ONE PHASE OF TUNNEL WORK

Lowering a Mule Into Cut at East Portal

BEAUTIFUL DRIVE AROUND BORDEN BROOK RESERVOIR

Four Miles of Hard, Level Road Was Constructed in the Wilderness
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The first fatality came when the tunnel workers had
about reached the heart of Cobble mountain. The drill··
ing gang had prepared a blast and then, as was their
custom, retreated several hundred feet in the tunnel where
niches were cut in the rock walls for their protection
against the rush of compressed air that followed the
blast. The dynamite was exploded by means of an electric battery and several hundred feet of wire. Familiarity
with the dangerous work may have made the men sonHowhat careless; they may have stayed too close to the blast
or failed to wait until a sufficient time for the fumes to
be drawn out by the constantly operating ventilators.
\iVhatever the cause, the blast created an unusual amount
of nitro-gas and the men were nearly all immediately
overcome. A few were able to crawl out of the tunnel,
but when the gang was rescued one of the number was
found to be dead and another brought out in a dying conclition, while all for a time were in danger of 1eath from
the terrible effect of the dynamite fumes.
The other fatal accident occurred on Pioneer niountain, where a large force of workmen were blasting out
the site for the great concrete reservoir, from where the
water comes into the city with a measured volume and
pressure. Carelessness in this case was unquestionably
the cause of the accident that cost two lives. A workman in the blasting gang placed a box containing several
sticks of dynamite on one of the sizzling steam pipes
47

THE OLD BORDEN BROOK
As It Appeared Before Work Was Begun

ARTISTIC BRIDGE ON BORDEN BROOK DRIVE

Passage for Brook and Freshet Flow Was Thus Made in Several Places
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leading to the rock drills. A few minutes later the dynamite exploded, blowing two men into eternity and injuring
several others. One of the victims was blown to atoms,
while the other was terribly mangled. But in neither of
these two sad cases could a particle of blame attach to the
engineers or supervisors of the work, but was considered
as an unfortunate event that could not be foreseen 01'
provided against by the most far-sighted of employers.
THE MEN WHO BUILT THE WORKS
Fred T. Ley, Builder of the Dam and Tunnel

Fred T. Ley, president of the Springfield Board of
Trade and chief of the firm of Freel T. Ley & Company,
incorporated, builders of the Little River Diversion Dam
and Cobble Mountain Tunnel, the two units of the new
water system that involved the greatest amount of engineering problems, is one of the most successful of New
England contractors. He is a native of Springfield and
a graduate of Springfield schools, and while still a young
man, is old in experience.
Following a vast experience in engineering and construction JVIr. Ley 12 years ago organized the above firm
and since that time their record is one of big works.
While the Little River dam and tunnel are now among
the most conspicuous of Ley achievements they are by
no means the greatest of the firm's successes, which range
49

FRED T. LEY
Head of the Firm of Freel T. Ley & Co., Who Built the
Diversion Dam and Tunnel

THE FILTER CHAMBERS IN PROCESS OF CONSTRUCTION

Showing How the Concrete Piers

<~nd

Roof Were Formed in Wooden Molds

trom railroads to reservoirs, trom bridges to busines~
blocks. A few of the notable contracts executed by the
Ley Company are here given: Berkshire street railway
line, 42 miles; Springfield and Eastern street railway, 28
miles; Bristol and Plainville, Conn. trolley line, 12 miles;
Lawrence and Reading, Mass. trolley line, 11 miles; Palmer and Fiskdale, Mass. trolley line, 13 miles; concrete
filtration plant, Burlington, Vt.; dam at Cummington,
Mass.; Van Sickler dam at Pittsfield, Mass.; bridge at
Shelburne Falls, Mass.; sea wall at Sandy Hook, built for
the U. S. Government; seven miles of New York State
highway near Auburn, N. Y.; and lesser railways, dams
and bridges in various eastern localities too numerous to
mention in detail. In electrical transmission lines this
firm has constructed an aggregate of 100 miles in various
sections of New England and much of the conduit work
of the New England Telephone Company is done by the
Ley Company. One of the large contracts they now have
in operation is the construction of the new million dollar
Kimball hotel in Springfield.
Charles R. Gow, head of the Charles R. Gow Company of Boston, who built the great filtration plant at
Mundale, is another young Napoleon of construction.
Charles R. Gow, Who Built the Filtration Plant

The Charles R. Gow Company is a Massachusetts
corporation, its main office being located at 79 Milk street,
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CHARLES R. GOW
Head of the Charles R. Gow Co., Who Built the Filtration Plant

INTERIOR OF ONE OF THE GREAT FILTER CHAMBERS
Showing How the Bottom Layer of Crushed Rock Is Placed Over the Tile Drains
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Boston. Mr. Gow, its treasurer and manager, is a graduate of Tufts College, Civil Engineering department, class
of 1893, and has been engaged during the past seventeen years on marty of the large metropolitan improve·
ments in and around Bostoi1 in the capacity of civil engineer or contractor. As assistant engineer for the
Boston Transit Commission he was placed in charge of the
work done directly by that commission in constructing
certain parts of the original Boston subway under or adjacent to buildings and other important structures.
Upon the completion of this work he entered the
contracting business which he has successfully followed
smce. Some of his larger contracts embrace sections of
the East Boston and \iVashington street tunnels of the
Metropolitan water and sewerage systems, grade crossing
elimination projects on the Boston & Albany railroad and
the water and sewerage systems of many towns in various
parts of New Engla11d. He is an associate member of the
American Society of Civil Engineers and a member of the
Boston Society of Civil Engineers.
The T. A. Scott Company, Who Brought
Across the Connecticut

Little

River

The T. A. Scott Company, incorporated, of New London, Conn., contractors on the Connecticut River Crossing
of the Little River water supply system, was founded at
New London by Captain Thomas A. Scott, who came from
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THOMAS A. SCOTT
Head of the T. A. Scott Co., Who Laid the Mains Across
the Connecticut River

A FILTER CHAMBER NEARLY READY FOR BUSINESS

Showing How the Successive Layers of Gravel and Sand Were Placed Above the Crushed Rock
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the Hudson River country, where he had distinguished
himself by his wonderful feats performed under water.
Captain Scott came to New London in 1872 as sub-contractor for the foundation of the Race Rock lighthouse,
which was to be built by the Government in ten feet of
water on one of the most exposed and perhaps the most
dangerous points along the Atlantic seaboard, on account
of its six-knot current. Here was to be constructed a
lighthouse to stand for all time against those tremendous
odds of Old Ocean's fury and here must be used not only
the best of materials known to man, but they must be
placed by the most expert artisans of the period. The
submarine portion of the work, especially, must be absolutely of the best, and to do this work, Captain Thomas
A. Scott was chosen, and in 1875, he completed this monument to his skill, which has stood the incessant beating
and grinding of a restless ocean, swept by stormy seas,
successfully, for nearly forty years.
Having finished his task on the lighthouse on Race
Rock in 1875, Captain Scott determined to locate permanently in New London and he established there a small
wrecking and contracting business which has since been
incorporated into The T. A. Scott Company, incorporated,
and developed, its equipment increased and its plant extended, until now its field of operation is widened to
include practically the whole Atlantic coast. During the
entire period the work of this company has been in con56

FRED A. HOUDLETTE
Head of the Freel A. Houdlette & Son Co., Who Fur'nishecl All the Pipe for the New SySII:em

GOW'S SAND WASHER AT WORK
All the Sand Placed in the Filter Chambers Was First Cleaned in This Huge Machine
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nection with the most difficult subaqueous operations so
that the laying of the two lines of thirty inch steel pipe
beneath the bed of the Connecticut River, at Springfield,
Mass., came well within the scope of its operations.
The present management of the company is vested in
the hands of Captain Scott's son, Thomas A. Scott, the
president of the company, who was associated ·with his
father for a number of years previous to the latter's death
in 1907, and who has, like his honored father, been singularly successful in many intricate submarine propositions. Associated with him in the management of the
company, is vVilliam A. Fones, treasurer and manager,
who has been with the company since its incorporation
and who vvas with Captain Scott from the time he commenced the work on the Race Rock lighthouse in 1872.
Much of the detail work of this company comes under the
personal supervision of Mr. Fones, who has for nearly
forty years, been in constant touch with all the work
which has been clone.
The T. A. Gillespie Company, Layers of the Big Pipe Line

The T. A. Gillespie Company of New York, who laid
the 12 miles of pipe line from the filters at JVI unclale to
the Connecticut River, is one of the largest pipe concerns
in the country. This company built the power plant for
the Saint Lawrence River Power Company, Massena,
N. Y.; the Pittsburg filtration plant, Pittsburg, Pa.;
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THOMAS A. GILLESPIE
Head of the T. A. Gillespie Co., Who Laid the 12 Miles
of Pipe Line

BUILDING THE PROVIN MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR
The Huge Chamber With Solid Concrete Roof Supported on 300 Pillars, All Cast in Wooden Molds
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Whitney power plant, Whitney, N. C.; locks and dams on
the Ohio and Monongahela Rivers for the United States
Government, and are now building the Rondout Siphon
of the Catskill aqueduct for the board of water supply,
New York City. They have also laid large steel water
pipe lines (from 30 to 72 inches) for the cities of Pittsburg, Pa., Newark, N. J., Paterson, N. J., Jersey City,
N. J., Troy, N. Y., Schenectady, N. Y., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Springfield, Mass., as well as over 2,000 miles of natural
gas lines in Pennsylvania, vVest Virginia and Kansas, and
other miscellaneous work.
In 1890 Mr. T. A. Gillespie started the firm of T. A.
& R. G. Gillespie; R. G. Gillespie being his brother. In
1897 Mr. T. A. Gillespie took the business and the corporation of The T. A. Gillespie Company was formed.

P. A. BREGLIO

Head of the Springfield Labor Supply Co., Who Furnished
All the Labor on the. Works
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METHOD OF LAYING PIPE UNDER CONNECTICUT RIVER
A Section 285 Feet Long, Riveted on the Shore and Floated Out to Where It Was Sunk Into Position on the Faun·
dati9n 0 f Piles
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THE COMPLETED DIVERSION DAM
Showing the Crescent Shape of the Huge Wall of Con·
crete

61

BEGINNING OF COBBLE MOUNTAIN TUNNEL
Compressed Air Drills Tapping the Solid Rock in Little
River Gorge

THE T. A. SCOTT COMPANY'S FLOATING PILE DRIVER
Building the Huge Coffer Dam at the East Shore of the Connecticut River
6Z

INSIDE THE LONG TUNNEL

EAST PORTAL OF GOBBLE MOUNTAIN TUNNEL

Showing How the E!ore Was Shored When Sand Was
Encountered

Showing the Little Railroad by Which the Blasted Rock
Was Removed
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